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Unit:  English                                      Cluster:  Humanities                       Next Scheduled CPPR:  1016-17 

NARRATIVE:  APPW  

Use the following narrative outline and be brief and concise:   

I. Program-Level Outcomes:  List the outcomes established for your program. 
 

1. Demonstrate literary knowledge and recognize the value of great works of the human 
imagination; 

2. Think critically about literature, language, and the world; 
3. Analyze and interpret literature, using the conventions of academic discourse; 
4. Write well-supported arguments about literature and social issues; 
5. Employ an effective writing process to complete any written task; 
6. Employ ethical and effective rhetorical strategies; 
7. Use correct grammar and effective sentence structure; and 
8. Demonstrate information fluency. 
 

II. Program Contributions to Institutional Goals, Institutional Objectives, and/or Institutional 
Learning Outcomes:  Identify how your program, within the past year, has helped the District 
achieve its Institutional Goals and Objectives, and/or how it has helped students achieve specific 
Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs), and provide data or evidence that demonstrates the 
progress.  Please refer back to the Planning Documents section of this document. 
 
The English Division wrapped up its last year’s efforts to improve student success in our 099 and 156 
basic skills classes.  Our four person committee (Kathryn Zipperian, Sean Boling, Amy Mooney, and 
Stacy Pointer) first presented, at a spring FLEX workshop, information that they assembled from 
Kathryn’s PhD thesis and conferences they had attended.  They re-presented the material again at 
the Division meeting on Opening Day in spring 2013.  And finally, they sent out via email the 
information to all Division faculty.  So the attempt was made to reach all full and part time English 
faculty with information to improve student success and retention, especially in our basic skills 
classes.  The problem we encountered was that in a division of 35 part-time faculty there is no easy 
way of informing and engaging them all, let alone of being assured that they will employ the 
teaching strategies presented.  So although we did see a small improvement in the success and 
retention rates of 099, we saw a sharp 10% decline in success rates for 156 students in 2013.  But 
we can’t be sure that the changes good or bad were due to our project. 
 
As we have moved on this semester to our next strategy to address ILO 2 Critical Thinking, we have 
set up a Moodle site for our Division faculty.  On this site we have been loading materials that the 
Division deems relevant for English faculty.  The material ranges from an English Department New 
Faculty Orientation Guide, to division policies, to articles on teaching, to examples of English 201A 
research model papers (which has been our newest endeavor).  To find out if the site is being 
accessed, the site administrator, Matt Fleming has a counter that allows him to monitor traffic. 

http://www.cuesta.edu/aboutcc/planning/research/Student_Learning_Outcomes.html


 
This academic year, the Division has decided to focus on improving the student learning outcomes 
for English 201A.  Since the research paper is the final project for the course, we are focusing our 
attention on improving research paper results.  Here is what we have done:  We asked faculty 
members to submit two of their research papers taken from their fall English 201A classes.  We 
asked that the faculty choose an “A” paper and a “C” paper to submit.  We (11 faculty plus an 
observer from the library faculty—Corrina Love) then met at a part-time faculty member’s house 
near campus on Friday, February 21.  We normed on three of the papers.  Then using rubrics, we 
blind-marked the remaining 32 papers.  We are now analyzing the results, and will present them at 
the next Division meeting.  Finally, we will load the model research papers on the English Moodle 
site, so that all faculty will know the Division standards for effective research papers. 
 
 

III. Analysis of Measurements/Data:  Provide a brief narrative analyzing the institutional, 
program and site-specific measurements (data and evidence) that are most relevant to your 
current program status.  Program data is available on the SLOCCCD Institutional Research 
and Assessment website. 

 

The Division’s effort last year was to improve the basic skills success and retention rates in 
the 2013 academic year.  English 099 success and retention rates did improve to 75.4% and 
89.8% respectively—a 1% increase.  However, the bad news is that while retention rates 
were unchanged from the previous year for 156, success rates dropped 10%--from 70.3% to 
60.7%--very troubling since we made 156 improvement a Division focus.  There was 
probably a confounding factor that came about as a result of the Accuplacer assessment 
tool. The early introduction of the new assessment tool put 10% more students into 201A 
and 5% fewer students into 156.  Along with our old model of assessment, Accuplacer was 
just being introduced in 2012-13.  The Accuplacer part was pushing more students into 
201A.  If a big change, for the worse, in success rates occurs in 2013, it will most likely be 
because Accuplacer will have been fully employed, and the placement into 201A now is an 
astonishing 66.6% of test takers.  In 2011 only 38.2% of students were placing into 201A.  So 
it is appropriate that the Division is putting more focus on the central 201A project—the 
research paper.  But we might not see the results we are hoping for due to the change in 
the placement instrument. 
 

IV. Program Outcomes Assessment and Improvements:     
• Attach an assessment cycle calendar for your program.   Attached 
 
• Attach the most recent program-level Course or Program Assessment Summary (CPAS) 

or the Student Services Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Report 
(SSSLOAR).  Attached 
 

• Summarize in one to two paragraphs program improvements that have been 
implemented since the last APPW or CPPR.   

http://cuesta.edu/aboutcc/planning/research/
http://cuesta.edu/aboutcc/planning/research/


 
The English Division has done the following: Developed an ADT which has been 
approved by the Chancellor’s Office.  Developed a new course ENGL 237: Introduction 
to Film Studies and Aesthetics (with a course cap of 100) in order to diversify offerings 
and improve efficiency. Revised the ENGL 201A COR based on previous assessment 
results and analysis that called for an increased emphasis in the COR on argumentation. 
The COR was also reorganized so that the outcomes and progression are more clearly 
aligned between 201A, 201B, and 201C.  Updated and significantly improved course 
outlines for 246A, 246B, and 205. 

 
• Identify and describe any budget requests that are related to student learning outcomes 

assessment results or institutional/programmatic objectives. 
 

The Division knows that student success and retention rates could be improved with more 
faculty help in the writing center.  Two of the basic skills faculty who require students to get 
help at the writing help desk also require their student to write about the helpfulness of their 
experience getting help.  Students overwhelmingly report their happiness getting individual 
attention on their papers.  Every community college in the state knows this as well.  That is why 
they all have writing help centers staffed sometimes with a mixture of faculty and staff but 
primarily by English faculty.  Allan Hancock, for example, staffs their writing center help desk six 
days a week—8:00am to 8:00pm Monday through Thursday, with a half day on Friday and 
Saturday.  All or almost all of their faculty, full and part time, work in the writing center.  Cuesta, 
in contrast, has just three faculty on the SLO campus and one on the NCC, who together work a 
total of nine hours a week.  The rest of the time covered is done by staff.  Substantial 
improvements in the writing center is the Division’s top budget request related to student 
learning outcomes, especially now that Cuesta has substantially cut costs on assessment by 
having moved to Accuplacer, eliminated Readers/Graders, reduced lab aides in the basic skill 
classes, and sharply reduced faculty at the writing help desk. 

 

V. Program Development/Forecasting for the Next Academic Year: 

Create a short narrative describing the development forecasting elements, indicating how they 
support efforts to achieve any of the following, where applicable:  Program Outcomes, Institutional 
Goals, Institutional Objectives, and/or Institutional Learning Outcomes. 
• New or modified action steps for achieving Institutional Goals and Objectives 
• New or modified action steps for achieving Institutional Learning Outcomes 
• New or modified action steps for achieving program outcomes 
• Anticipated changes in curriculum and scheduling 
• Levels or delivery of support services 
• Facilities changes 
• Staffing projections 
• Strategies for responding to the predicted budget and FTES target for the next academic 

year 
 



For the next academic year, the Division will probably be not asked to stretch our offerings as it has 
been the last year in order to capture maximum FTES.  Enrollments have been dropping, and we 
have been running classes at historically low fill rates.  Hopefully, enrollment problems will resolve 
themselves.   
 
English is set to improve FTES numbers next year by offering a new film studies class in spring of 
2015. English 237, Film Appreciation, has the potential to fill the Humanities Forum.  It will also be 
the second film course we offer, and we hope that if it is successful we can further build that part of 
our program. 
 
Aberystwyth University wants to established a partnership with Cuesta so that our students can 
easily transfer to AU if they so desire. The partnership involves articulation agreements. Blake Reed 
and Sally Demarest have been working with Nick Strong, Director of International and External 
Affairs at Aberystwyth University, in order to take care of the necessary documents and agreements. 
While this transfer opportunity does not directly affect our program, it does establish a new transfer 
opportunity for our students. The current timeline has students able to transfer in fall of 2015. 
 
In the next year, we will need to watch English 201A closely.  We will need to check the results of 
Accuplacer putting more students into 201A.  Last year there didn’t seem to be a problem (in fact, 
success and retention numbers improved for 201A) but Accuplacer was just being introduced.  We 
are planning to make sure that our standards are clear and the assessment of papers is as uniform 
as possible.   
 
As to the levels of support services, if the English Divsion could staff our writing center help desk 
with more faculty—perhaps even half of what Allan Hancock is able to offer their students—we 
could have more support for our efforts to help students succeed in our composition courses. 

  



 
 


